
WHAT IS COMPETITION LAW?

protects the competitive process between competing businesses-

does not protect individual businesses-

in a competitive environment, businesses compete for business-

incentivises firms to operate efficiently, driving down prices and delivering quality and variety-

in other countries this may not be the case○

in New Zealand: benefit to consumers, not businesses -

is too difficult○

law of unintended consequences, eg. maximum return on assets○

competition is a proxy for efficiency○

imposition of price controls or regulation:-

MARKET DEFINITION

aspects (dimensions) of market definition include determining the products or services we are 
concerned

-

if there is a significant and sustained price rise for a product, what other products would 
consumers switch to?

○

eg. Coca Cola operates in the carbonated non-alcoholic beverages market. 
Speights beer is in the alcoholic beverages market.
Would a Speights beer be a substitute for a can of Coke?

○

eg. car rental company at Auckland Airport: market defined as car rental in the 
geographical region of Auckland Airport

○

substitutability: -

FAIR TRADING ACT & COMMERCE ACT

honesty in business is governed by the FTA-

competition rules are governed by the CA-

the Commerce Commission administers both acts, as a "policeman" -

COMMERCE ACT

anti-competitive arrangements○

price fixing (particular serious form of above)○

uncompetitive conduct by firms with market power○

restrictions on business growth○

four types of regulated conduct:-

"arrangement" not necessarily just a formal contract; sometimes called a "cartel"○

informal "arrangements" are caught○

there must be some of collusion or communication between firms for this act to apply○

unilateral conduct could never constitute an "arrangement"○

eg. wholesaler demanding retailer not stock a competitor's products: Fisher & Paykel 
case

○

s27: it is unlawful to come to an "arrangement" that "substantially lessens competition in a 
market"

-

cannot discuss prices with competitors, eg. at a trade association meeting○

price fixing is illegal "per se": it is illegal regardless of negatively influencing prices or not○

s30: any attempt to influence the price setting mechanism of the market (price fixing)-

catches "unilateral" conduct: not limited to cases where there is collusion or 

s 36: taking advantage of "a substantial degree of power in a market for an anti-competitive 
purpose"

-
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catches "unilateral" conduct: not limited to cases where there is collusion or 
communication with others

○

only applies where there is substantial market power○

number of competitors or potential competitors in the market

market share, eg. Telecom had 100% telecommunications market share but 
dominance?



barriers to entry

competition or potential competition from imports

relevant factors:○

only applies where a firm has "taken advantage" of substantial market power○

This makes it difficult to prove a breach of s36.

eg. a firm with subs market power reduces its prices to those charged by a new 
competitor = No breach s36



eg. a firm " reduces its prices to below those charged by its new competitor and 
below the cost price of both it and its competitor = Breach of s36



eg. ComCom v Telecom: held that a firm with substantial market power does not 
contravene s36 if it competes in the same way a firm without substantial market power 
would compete. 

○

no restrictions on growing a business organically but s47 outlaws certain mergers and 
acquisitions

○

a merger or acquisition that would substantially lessen competition in a market is 
prohibited unless approved by ComCom.

○

eg. skiing at My Ruapehu: Turoa and RAL - market power because market defined 
as North Island skiing market.



ComCom will approve prohibited merger if it is satisfied on a balance sheet approach 
that public benefits for allowing the merg outweigh anti-competitive consequences.

○
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